Modeling invasive alien plant species in river systems: Interaction with native ecosystem engineers and effects on hydro-morphodynamic processes
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Abstract Invasive alien plant species negatively impact native plant communities by out-competing species or changing abiotic and biotic conditions in their introduced range. River systems are especially vulnerable to biological invasions, because waterways can function as invasion corridors. Understanding interactions of invasive and native species and their combined effects on river dynamics is essential for developing cost-effective management strategies. However, numerical models for simulating long-term effects of these processes are lacking. This paper investigates how an invasive alien plant species affects native riparian vegetation and hydro-morphodynamics. A morphodynamic model has been coupled to a dynamic vegetation model that predicts establishment, growth and mortality of riparian trees. We introduced an invasive alien species with life-history traits based on Japanese Knotweed (Fallopia japonica), and investigated effects of low- and high propagule pressure on invasion speed, native vegetation and hydro-morphodynamic processes. Results show that high propagule pressure leads to a decline in native species cover due to competition and the creation of unfavorable native colonization sites. With low propagule pressure the invader facilitates native seedling survival by creating favorable hydro-morphodynamic conditions at colonization sites. With high invader abundance, water levels are raised and sediment transport is reduced during the growing season. In winter, when the above-ground invader biomass is gone, results are reversed and the floodplain is more prone to erosion. Invasion effects thus depend on seasonal above- and below ground dynamic vegetation properties and persistence of the invader, on the characteristics of native species it replaces, and the combined interactions with hydro-morphodynamics.

1. Introduction

Alien plant species that become dominant in their introduced range can have disastrous effects on functioning of ecosystems by out-competing native species and changing abiotic and biotic conditions in their new environment, subsequently restructuring native plant communities and threatening biodiversity [Richardson et al., 2007; Santoro et al., 2012]. Propagules of potential invasive plants can be transported as “hitchhikers” attached to car tires, in ballast water of ships, or may originate from escapes or soil deposits of gardens, where they were introduced as ornamental plants [Simberloff, 2013]. Riparian zones are especially susceptible to alien species because waterways function as invasion corridors and are efficient transport vectors for plant propagules [Grime, 2001; Horvitz et al., 2014].

River regulation can promote invasion success, when the altered hydro-morphological conditions favor plant species that disperse more rapidly or are better adapted to the new conditions than native species [Perkins et al., 2015]. Invasive species are able to rapidly change their phenology by elongating their roots and thereby gain competitive advantage over natives [Stromberg et al., 2007a; Flanagan et al., 2015]. Groundwater dynamics strongly influence biogeomorphic succession of riparian vegetation, especially in situations where access to groundwater is more limiting [Batz et al., 2016]. Flow regime alterations can therefore induce a dominance shift from native to invasive species [Stromberg et al., 2007b], while it is more difficult for the invader to become dominant in natural systems [Meritt and Poff, 2010].
An invasive plant species that is currently causing severe ecological and economical damage in Europe is Japanese Knotweed (*Fallopia japonica*) [Shaw et al., 2011; Stoll et al., 2012]. This is a perennial herb that forms impenetrable dense patches with stems up to 3 m high, combined with an extensive, below-ground rhizome network [Weston et al., 2005]. It is adapted to highly disturbed habitats, allowing it to persist in a wide range of environmental conditions. *F. japonica* originates from Japan where it occurs in mountainous areas, and it has been imported in north-western Europe for ornamental purposes [Shimoda and Yamasaki, 2016]. To date, this species is rapidly spreading across riparian systems by clonal growth or (re)sprouting from rhizome parts that are deposited on river bars and banks [Beerling et al., 1994].

*F. japonica* can become dominant because it occupies similar recruitment sites as native riparian species [Gerber et al., 2008], while it is a strong competitor due to its rapid growth and ability to produce allelopathic substances that reduce grazing and establishment of other plant species [Beerling et al., 1994; Dommanget et al., 2014]. A lack of new recruitment sites for riparian trees combined with densely vegetated *F. japonica* patches will prevent rejuvenation as well as natural succession toward the climax phase of native riparian vegetation [Aguilera et al., 2010]. Because all *F. japonica* plants in Europe are genetically similar, they are assumed to be clones from one plant, and therefore vegetative dispersal has been the dominant mode of reproduction [Groeneveld et al., 2014]. However, it is known that *F. japonica* can be fertilized by Giant Knotweed (*Fallopia sacholinensis*), creating a hybrid called Bohemian Knotweed (*Fallopia x bohemica*). This hybrid has similar characteristics as *F. japonica*, some even more vigorous, but it is also able to reproduce via seeds. These seeds are buoyant, while water increases their germination rate [Gillies et al., 2016]. This means that the distribution of *Fallopia* hybrids toward downstream areas can expand even more rapidly in riparian areas. Because of its high invasive potential *F. japonica* is listed as one of the 100 most invasive species by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) [Lowe et al., 2000].

Several case studies showed that riparian plant invaders change the native vegetation composition through outcompeting native plants and by creating dense mono-stands [Child and Wade, 2000]. This, in turn, affects river hydrodynamics and bio-geomorphodynamics by changing sedimentation and erosion processes: for instance, the establishment of persistent dense stands of *Tamarix* on river banks in America and Australia increased hydraulic resistance and sediment trapping of the floodplain, thereby narrowing the river channel and stabilizing the floodplain [Tickner et al., 2001]. Another example is the impact of alien Willow species (*Salix spp.* in Australia and New-Zealand, initially planted to prevent erosion, but have become invasive and are now negatively affecting stream ecosystems [Doody et al., 2011]. Contrastingly, there are also invasive plants of which the above-ground biomass dies in winter, such as *F. japonica* and *Impatiens glandulifera*, exposing substrate which is more prone to erosion during winter floods [Beerling and Perrins, 1993; Greenwood and Kuhn, 2014]. As plant structure, thickness, height, and density, influence the hydro-morphodynamics of riparian areas [Gurnell, 2014; Batz et al., 2016; van Oorschot et al., 2016], these traits and the life history strategy of the invader as well as the native species they replace, also determine the long-term change in river morphology. Furthermore, effects of invasive species do not necessarily have to be negative for native species when conditions are altered to create new suitable niches. This facilitation is a well-known process for native eco-engineering species. For instance, established pioneer riparian trees trap sediment and thereby enhance seed deposition and facilitate colonization of other plants [Corenblit et al., 2016]. This process can also be driven by alien species that actively modify their environment by creating suitable niches for other native species, e.g., organisms creating biotic substrate which supports a higher macro-invertebrate diversity in lakes and estuarine environments [Bialy and MacIsaac, 2000; Castilla et al., 2004] or alien sea-grass *Zostera japonica* promoting faunal diversity [Posey, 1988]. However, habitat modification by invasive species can be negative for other native species and can lead to shifts in trophic pathways and potentially alter biodiversity [Rodriguez, 2006].

Many models exist for predicting invasive species, their behavior and effects in their introduced ranges. Studies using these models have generated understanding on where suitable habitats are for invasive species [Peterson and Vieglais, 2001], how fast they spread [Hastings et al., 2004], how native communities are influenced [Thomson, 2005; Eppinga et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2012; Allstadt et al., 2012], what the potential ecosystem effects are and how these can be mitigated [Buckley et al., 2003]. However, most of these studies used small-scale or conceptual models with a short time horizon [Solari et al., 2016], while the interactions between invasive species, native vegetation and river hydro-morphodynamics involve processes with times scales of decades to centuries that act not only locally but at the landscape scale through interaction with
backwater effects and bar-forming processes [Habersack, 2000]. Hence, these interactions between invasive alien species and landforms remain to be studied at this land-forming timescale [Fei et al., 2014]. Understanding plant invasions and their interaction with hydro-morphodynamic processes in rivers is crucial for predicting how river systems are affected by invasive alien species, and for prevention or mitigating their negative effects [Tickner et al., 2001]. This information is needed to assess risks of establishment, (secondary) spread and impacts of invasive alien species [EC, 2014], but we currently lack adequate forecasting models [Fei et al., 2014]. Therefore, there is a need to develop models that include interactions between invasive and native species and river morphodynamics at larger spatial and temporal scales.

The aim of this study is to gain understanding of the long-term effects of invasive plant species on native vegetation cover and river hydro-morphodynamics. To this end, we used the Delft3D process-based morphodynamic model coupled to an improved version of the dynamic vegetation model of van Oorschot et al. [2016]. By combination of these models we are, for the first time, able to simulate dynamic interactions between native and invasive vegetation and river hydro-morphodynamics over several decades. We included an invasive species with traits and a life-history strategy based on F. japonica and modeled its invasion in a meandering river reach. We explored the effects on native riparian vegetation cover, interaction with hydro-morphodynamic processes and long-term morphological development for two scenarios with different dispersal mechanisms of the invasive species, i.e., vegetative dispersal representing low propagule pressure and vegetative dispersal combined with seed dispersal representing high propagule pressure. Additionally, several scenarios with various levels of invader persistence and seeding density were run. All invader scenarios were compared to a reference situation without invaders.

2. Invasion of Fallopia japonica in European Rivers

F. japonica is recorded on many floodplains in Western Europe. To illustrate the diversity of river systems and floodplains invaded by F. japonica, we give an overview of the invasion behavior and a
morphodynamic description in affected reaches of three rivers that differ in size, morphodynamic activity and regulation level: the Saar River in Germany, the Schwechat River in Austria and the Allier River in France (Figure 1 and Table 1). The Saar River is a heavily modified, intermediate sized river with fixed banks and a static floodplain, making it a representative for many modified floodplains where most floods do not leave the main channel. The river reach in the Schwechat near Traiskirchen is a small, free flowing, meandering stretch [Gruener, 2016]. The reach in the Allier River is a highly dynamic medium-sized meandering gravel bed reach in central France, characterized by semi-natural riparian vegetation of which morphodynamics and vegetation have been well documented in the past decades [e.g., Geerling et al., 2006; Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2011; Van Dijk et al., 2014]. When these rivers are morphologically compared to a range of other rivers, described in Kleinhans and van den Berg [2011], we see that the Saar is comparable to most sandy, lowland rivers, but with intense regulation, so there is no lateral movement of the channel. The Schwechat is a coarse-gravel bed river with a high threshold for movement and the Allier falls between the sand- and gravel-bed rivers with its sandy gravel sediment and naturally eroding banks.

A three-year field study on the floodplains of the Saar River in the area between Saarbrücken and Saarlouis showed a rapid expansion of *F. japonica*, with a relative mean annual area expansion of over 15% [Vollmer, 2012]. In the Schwechat the mean annual area expansion of *F. japonica* is calculated at 0.3% from aerial photos from 1971 to 2015 [Gruener, 2016]. The development in spatial extension of *F. japonica* mapped from these aerial photos (Figure 2, adapted from Gruener [2016]) shows that *F. japonica* expands in all directions around the oldest mapped stand.

As for many rivers, there is no data available yet on *F. japonica* expansion along the Allier River. However, field observations show massive expansion of *F. japonica* seedlings on bare gravel bars in some areas (observations by GE in the Allier). Preliminary studies on the dispersal mechanisms of *F. japonica* in both the Schwechat and the Allier shows that dispersal via rhizomes in sediment combined with lateral expansion are the dominant dispersal processes (observations by GE in the Allier and Schwechat rivers). This concise overview shows that *F. japonica* is able to invade different types of rivers with varying invasion speed.

### 3. Methods

We are interested in the continuous interaction between vegetation and morphodynamics, as opposed to systems dominated by either vegetation or morphodynamics. Morphodynamics are defined here as the dynamic processes of water flow, sediment transport and depositional processes on the floodplain, resulting in channel migration and together shape river morphology. The Allier River described in section 2 was selected as the inspiration for our idealized modeling study. This river was chosen because it is a medium sized, natural meandering river where vegetation and morphodynamics regularly interact. Moreover, the morphodynamics and vegetation have been well documented over the last years [Geerling et al., 2006; Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2011].

---

**Table 1. General Morphodynamic Characteristics of the Case Study Rivers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Saar</th>
<th>Schwechat</th>
<th>Allier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coordinates</td>
<td>[°N, °E]</td>
<td>[49°18’59.89, 6°46’22.76]</td>
<td>[47°59’57.39, 16°16’52.41]</td>
<td>[46°30’21.50, 3°19’53.33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel width</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>m/km</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinuosity</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment type</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>Gravel</td>
<td>Gravel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel forming discharge&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of regulation</td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean relative area increase <em>F. japonica</em>&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>%/yr</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Data from Google Earth, Vollmer [2012] and German waterways and shipping administration.

<sup>b</sup>Data from Gruener [2016].

<sup>c</sup>Data from Van Dijk et al. [2014] and Geerling et al. [2006].

<sup>d</sup>bf = bankfull discharge, m<sub>avg</sub> = mean annual flood discharge.
Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2011; Van Dijk et al., 2014], which provided data to calibrate the model and verify model behaviour.

### 3.1. Model Scenarios

We ran three main scenarios: (1) a reference scenario without invaders, including only Salicaceae, of which the colonization and growth characteristics were calibrated by adjusting the mortality thresholds for flooding, desiccation and uprooting to approximate the vegetation cover and age distribution along the Allier River [Geerling et al., 2006]; (2) a scenario where we introduced *F. japonica* after 50 years in the reference scenario with only vegetative dispersal, henceforth called “low propagule pressure” (LPP) scenario, and (3) a scenario with similar settings as the low propagule pressure scenario but with added seed dispersal in autumn, henceforth called “high propagule pressure” (HPP) scenario (see section 3.3.1 for a detailed description on the dispersal mechanisms). The high propagule pressure can be seen as a hypothetical doom scenario where the invader is very persistent and abundant. Furthermore, we ran several scenarios with similar settings as the low propagule pressure scenario, but where we altered the mortality thresholds for flooding and desiccation, creating higher vegetation mortality and therefore less persistent invaders that more resemble a noninvasive riparian plant. In that way, a range of riparian species was simulated with different sensitivities to hydro-morphodynamic pressures. We additionally tested the sensitivity of the seed dispersal mechanism and the mortality of *F. japonica* in the high propagule pressure scenario, several scenarios have been run with different mortality thresholds and seeding densities. The model parameters for all scenarios are presented in Tables (2–4).

![Figure 2. Mapped areal cover of *F. japonica* in the Schwechat river for several years based on aerial imagery from the study of Gruener [2016]. Water, bare soil and the riparian area boundaries are derived from the 2013 map.](image)

### Table 2. Vegetation Parameters for *F. japonica*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>LPPa</th>
<th>HPPa</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum age</td>
<td>years</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Continuous resprouting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum shoot size</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Child and Wade [2000]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum rooting depth</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td><a href="http://www.kleerkut.co.uk/">http://www.kleerkut.co.uk/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum stem diameter</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Hayen [1995]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stem density growing season</td>
<td>stems/m²</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>G. Egger, personal communication, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stem density November/December</td>
<td>stems/m²</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>G. Egger, personal communication, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonization windowb</td>
<td>month</td>
<td>1–12</td>
<td>1–12/9–10</td>
<td>[Child and Wade [2000]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drag coefficient</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Similar to older Salicaceae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial fractionc</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1/0.8</td>
<td>EGc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*LP**P is the low propagule pressure scenario, HPP is the high propagule pressure scenario.

*bIn both LPP and HPP scenarios there is year round colonization of *F. japonica* with a fraction of 0.1. Additionally, in the HPP scenario *F. japonica* colonizes two months in Autumn with a fraction of 0.8.

*EC is an educated guess.
3.2. Morphodynamic Model

Parametrization and initial bed level conditions of the morphodynamic model were similar to the model described in van Oorschot et al. [2016]. Additionally, we used measured daily discharges, as opposed to several generalized discharge curves, of the Allier River from 1968 to 1995 measured at the gauging station near the city of Moulins. We obtained a 300 year time period to sample from the discharge data that was available (27 years). We randomly sampled entire years of discharge data, such that the sequence of discharge years is random but flow seasonality within each year is maintained. After sampling, the discharges were averaged per month and subsequently used as input for the model. The monthly discharges ranged from a minimum value of 12 m$^3$/s in late summer to a maximum of 510 m$^3$/s in spring.

The initial conditions were composed of three sinus-shaped meander bends with similar dimensions to the Allier River. Delft3D (4.00.01) was used for morphodynamic calculations with shallow, depth-averaged flow conditions, sediment transport with Engelund-Hansen and bed level updates (for morphodynamic formulas, see Lesser et al. [2004]). Water flow was calculated with 12 s time steps, and bed level was calculated every 6 min, honouring the Levy-Courant condition. Delft3D is one of the world’s most advanced numerical morphodynamic models and has been successfully applied and validated in many studies [e.g., Schuurman et al., 2013].

3.3. Vegetation Model

The vegetation model was constructed in Matlab (R2013b) and comprises vegetation colonization, growth, prediction of hydraulic resistance, and mortality through flooding, desiccation, uprooting, scour and burial. The model contains an open structure where growth rules can be manually altered per species. This allows for easy adaptation of growth rules if the vegetation model would be coupled to a water quality model in the future. The structure of the vegetation model described in van Oorschot et al. [2016] was extended to include perennial plants with an intra-annual above-ground life-cycle, in addition to perennial plants with an inter-annual life-cycle, i.e., riparian trees. In the model, vegetation growth and mortality are calculated and updated in two-weekly time steps, as opposed to once a year in the previous version of the model. This results in a more dynamic and realistic system, because changes in morphodynamics directly affect vegetation processes and vice versa.

### Table 3. Mortality Parameters for Salicaceae Seedlings (1 Year Old), Saplings (2–10 Years) and Forest (Older Than 10 Years) in All Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Salix Seedlings</th>
<th>Populus Seedlings</th>
<th>Salix Saplings</th>
<th>Populus Saplings</th>
<th>Salix Forest</th>
<th>Populus Forest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flooding threshold d</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flooding slope</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desiccation threshold d</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desiccation slope</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uprooting threshold m/s</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uprooting slope</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* For a visual example of this dose-effect relations see Figure 4.

### Table 4. Mortality Parameters for F. japonica for All Scenarios

| Parameter                  | Unit  | LPPa | LPPb | LPPc | LPPd | LPPe | LPPg | LPPh | HPPa | HPPb | HPPc | HPPd | HPPe | HPPg | HPPh | HPPj | HPPk |
|----------------------------|-------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|
| Flooding threshold d       | 300   | 300  | 275  | 250  | 225  | 200  | 175  | 225  | 200  | 175  | 175  | 175  | 175  | 175  | 300  |
| Flooding slope             | 1     | 1    | 1    | 1    | 1    | 1    | 0.8  | 0.8  | 0.8  | 0.8  | 0.8  | 0.8  | 0.8  | 0.8  | 1    |
| Desiccation threshold d    | 365   | 365  | 365  | 365  | 365  | 365  | 175  | 150  | 125  | 125  | 125  | 125  | 365  |
| Desiccation slope          | 1     | 1    | 1    | 1    | 1    | 1    | 0.3  | 0.3  | 0.3  | 0.3  | 0.3  | 0.3  | 0.3  | 0.3  | 1    |
| Uprooting threshold m/s    | 7     | 7    | 7    | 7    | 7    | 7    | 3.5  | 3.5  | 3.5  | 3.5  | 3.5  | 3.5  | 3.5  | 3.5  | 7    |
| Uprooting slope            | 0.3   | 0.3  | 0.3  | 0.3  | 0.3  | 0.3  | 0.75 | 0.75 | 0.75 | 0.75 | 0.75 | 0.75 | 0.75 | 0.75 | 0.3  |

*a* LPP is the low propagule pressure scenario, HPP is the high propagule pressure scenario. The mortality parameters are similar for the LPP and HPP scenarios because they only differ in their colonization process. LPPa-LPPe are in order of decreasing tolerance for flooding, LPP contains similar flooding, desiccation and uprooting parameters as the sapling phase averaged for Populus and Salix in the reference run. LPP-g are derivatives from LPP with increasing sensitivity for both flooding and desiccation. HPP is a HPP scenario with mortality boundaries of LPP-h and HPP-j-k are HPP scenarios with mortality boundaries of LPP-h and LPP respectively combined with an initial seeding fraction of 0.5.
All Salicaceae vegetation parameters were similar to the study described in van Oorschot et al. [2016] unless stated otherwise. Vegetation parameters for F. japonica were derived from literature and field experience (Table 2). Comparison of the simulation results of the model without invasive species to observed vegetation patterns along the Allier River demonstrated that the model yields realistic results, and is able to replicate typical vegetation and morphological patterns observed along this river [van Oorschot et al., 2016].

### 3.3.1. Colonization

Two colonization modules were implemented containing two different dispersal mechanisms; seed dispersal and vegetative dispersal. Seed dispersal was simulated by assuming seed deposition on bare substrate between the maximum and minimum water level within the seed dispersal time window. Seed dispersal was only active during the seed dispersal window and was characterized by a high initial fraction in each colonized grid cell. Vegetative dispersal was simulated by adding an additional morphodynamic activity requirement to the exposed bare substrate, which assumes that rhizome parts travel in sediment and can re-sprout when they are deposited on channel bars and banks. The morphodynamic activity was modeled as a minimum sedimentation threshold set to 1 cm, which corresponds to some morphodynamic activity necessary to transport the propagules to the corresponding location. Vegetative dispersal takes place year-round with small initial fractions at locations fitting both exposed bare substrate and morphodynamic activity requirements.

In all scenarios Salicaceae only disperse via seed dispersal (for parametrization, see van Oorschot et al. [2016]). The dispersal mechanism of F. japonica in the low propagule pressure scenarios is solely vegetative dispersal (Table 2). The high propagule pressure scenario combines both vegetative dispersal as well as 2 months of seed dispersal in autumn (Table 2).

The fraction of a certain species in a cell can increase each ecological time step when further colonization occurs in that cell. The fraction represents the area of the cell which is actually covered by vegetation, e.g., a fraction of 0.1 means that 10% of the cell contains vegetation with a given set of properties. A cell can contain multiple vegetation types or ages that are each represented by a certain fraction.

Cells are filled with a “first come, first serve” method which means that vegetation can colonize cells up to a maximum total fraction of one. This means that there is only competition for space included in the model, and not for e.g., light, moisture or nutrients. The magnitude and timing for filling the grid cells with vegetation, and hence competition for space, is therefore dependent on the timing of seed dispersal combined with the water levels during these periods, which determine where vegetation settles, and the initial density of grid cell occupation, that determines how fast a cell is fully occupied. Lateral vegetation expansion was not taken into account because we assume that this effect is minimal due to the relatively large cell size of 25 m x 25 m and the maximum lateral movement distance of up to 7 m/yr from the parent plant [Child and Wade, 2000].

### 3.3.2. Growth

Salicaceae species have an inter-annual growth cycle that is calculated using a logarithmic growth curve, which means that their shoot and root size increases every year (Figure 3a). They contain different life stages which differ in number of stems per m² and sensitivity for morphodynamic pressures [van Oorschot et al., 2016]. F. japonica has an intra-annual growth cycle, which means that the above-ground biomass starts to grow logarithmically in spring and dies off in winter, after which dead stakes remain present with half the stem density until the end of the calendar year (Figure 3b and Table 2). We assume that in the beginning of next year these stakes are removed by water or wind, since they are very brittle when dead. The rooting depth increases only logarithmically in the first year after colonization, so we assume that F. japonica reaches its maximum rooting depth already in the second year. This means that the below-ground biomass of established plants remains constant from the second year onward. The stem density of F. japonica is higher than the Salicaceae plants, representing denser vegetation.

Species growth rates are not affected by resource limitation or competition, e.g., shadowing and moisture availability. Groundwater access is not modeled explicitly, but is indirectly calibrated by setting higher desiccation thresholds for mortality, especially for older vegetation. We assume that these older vegetation types have sufficient access to groundwater during times of low flows, which is a valid assumption in lowland, sandy gravel rivers in cool temperate climatic zones. This assumption is not valid for rivers in more arid zones, where vegetation patterns are dominantly influenced by groundwater availability.
3.3.3. Interaction
Vegetation interacts with hydro-morphodynamic processes by changing hydraulic resistance. This is dependent on the size of the vegetation, determining if water flows only through or also over the vegetation patch, and vegetation density, which is expressed by the stem diameter, the number of stems and the fraction with which vegetation occupies the cell. Hydraulic resistance caused by vegetation was calculated in each grid cell with the \[ C = \sqrt{1 + \frac{c_d}{2g}} + \frac{\sqrt{g}}{\kappa} \ln \frac{h}{h_v} \] (1)
where \( C \) is the Chezy value of the vegetation \((m^2/s)\), \( C_v \) is the Chezy value for the un-vegetated parts, \( c_d \) is the drag coefficient, \( n \) is the vegetation density (stem diameter x number of stems per m\(^2\)), \( h \) is the height of the vegetation (m), \( h_v \) is the water depth (m), \( \kappa \) is the Von Karman constant (0.41) and \( g \) is the gravitational force (9.81 m/s\(^2\)). The Chezy value was calculated separately for each vegetation type (i.e., \textit{Salix}, \textit{Populus} and \textit{F. japonica}) and age and subsequently the total sequential Chezy coefficient was calculated weighted by fraction coverage. The main differentiating parameters for native and invader vegetation parameters are the vegetation stem density, which is much higher for \textit{F. japonica} than for the Salicaceae species, and vegetation height. In addition, these vary in different ways throughout the year when \textit{F. japonica} grows (Figure 3b).

Sediment stabilization by roots was not explicitly taken into account. The current version of Delft3D uses a relatively simple bank erosion module that is not able to simulate detailed lateral bank erosion with processes like undercutting and bank failure of steep banks. Bank erosion takes place when a cell is incised and subsequently causes the neighbor cells to decrease 50% of the incised amount. However, because flow velocity is reduced within and behind vegetation patches, the amount of erosion in vegetated patches is automatically less.

3.3.4. Mortality
During a simulation, plants die through flooding, desiccation, uprooting, scour and burial depending on their sensitivity. For Salicaceae species, this is life-stage dependent, i.e., younger vegetation is more sensitive

![Figure 3. Growth curves of shoot height, rooting depth and number of stems per m\(^2\) of Salicaceae species (a) and \textit{F. japonica} (b). Note that graphs for Salicaceae and \textit{F. japonica} have different vertical scales and that the growth of Salicaceae species is depicted per year while the growth of \textit{F. japonica} is depicted per month. \textit{F. japonica} roots only grow in the first year and keep their maximum depth from that point onward. Shoots resprout each calendar year, whilst the plant remains established, and keep half of their stems from the end of the growing season until the end of the calendar year.](image)
to morphodynamic pressures. Plants that remain unaffected by morphodynamic processes die due to senescence when a predefined maximum age is reached. Flooding, desiccation and uprooting mortality is calculated with the dose-effect relation described in van Oorschot et al. [2016]; an example is given in Figure 4. The values of the thresholds and slopes in the dose-effect relations for Salicaceae species are presented in Table 3 and for *F. japonica* in Table 4. Because of the new model setup, the mortality thresholds were re-calibrated to approximate a total Salicaceae cover 15% after 150 years and an age distribution with a pioneer, bush and forest ratio of 0.2: 0.5: 0.3 (as in Geerling et al. [2006] and van Oorschot et al. [2016]).

Burial occurs when the amount of sedimentation exceeds the shoot height and scour occurs when the amount of erosion exceeds the rooting depth. *F. japonica* has a very low sensitivity for flooding, desiccation and uprooting. It can die through burial, prolonged flooding or scour, particularly in the first year after colonization, because of the small rooting depth. Because it is continuously re-sprouting from rhizomes, we assume *F. japonica* does not die from senescence, unlike Salicaceae species.

### 3.4. Model Output Analysis

All model output was analyzed from year 51 onward, when the invader was introduced, to exclude the effect of initial morphodynamic conditions. To exclude boundary conditions, 500 m (20 grid cells) were trimmed off the upstream and the downstream boundaries of the morphodynamic and vegetation maps before statistics were calculated. As a measure of invasion speed, mean annual area increase of *F. japonica* was calculated between years and averaged over all years. Vegetated area was calculated as the total sum of all *F. japonica* fractions in occupied grid cells.

Because the slope of the invasion curve differs over time, the relative mean annual area increase was calculated for three separate stadia; the initial phase is defined as the minimum time needed to reach 50% of the maximum total covered area; the second phase is defined as the time needed to reach 80% of the maximum total covered area; the last phase is from the end of the second phase until the end of the run. See also Figure 8 for the total covered area over time and the corresponding invasion phases.

Vegetation covers were calculated as the percentage of grid cells occupied by vegetation of a certain age class relative to the total number of grid cells, independent of the fraction in the cell. The data were split into age classes of seedlings (1 year old), saplings (2 – 10 years old) and forest (vegetation older than 10 years), and combinations of different age classes occurring in the same cell.

The elevation ranges where colonization of vegetation had occurred were calculated by using histograms of the elevation distribution of vegetated cells on detrended bed level elevations related to mean initial bed level, for each year immediately after colonization. The histogram modes represent the bed level where most vegetation settles, i.e., the bin with the highest number. The intervals between the 10th and the 90th percentiles were calculated from all bed level bins containing vegetation. For representation of trends at longer timescales than individual floods, the plotted values were smoothed by taking the moving average over 10 years.

Mortality was calculated at each ecological time step for each selected age class and each morphodynamic pressure, and was represented as percentages of the total removed vegetation fractions. For visualization, the median mortality was calculated for each selected age class over time.

To show the relation between vegetation fraction in cells and bed level elevations, median bed level values for cells containing similar vegetation fractions were calculated at the end of the model run, in year 300.
This was done for cells with only Salicaceae species and cells with both Salicaceae species and *F. japonica*. To show the trend in bed level elevation where most vegetation settled, the values below –3 and above 2 meter have been clipped off.

Bed level statistics, maximum water levels, sediment transport, sinuosity and meander migration rate were calculated as described in van Oorschot et al. [2016]. To obtain statistics for an entire model run, median values of these statistics were calculated. For representation, data were smoothed by taking the moving average over 10 years.

Morphodynamic conditions in cell centers were calculated as the maximum sedimentation, maximum erosion and maximum flow velocity conditions for each ecological time step from the moment of colonization until the end of the calendar year in center-, edge- and adjacent cells of each vegetation patch (Figure 5). Edge and adjacent cells were determined by cells adjacent to the center- and edge cells respectively, diagonally adjacent cells were not taken into account. Vegetation patches were defined as grid cells containing vegetation older than 1 year. The morphodynamics per year over all ecological time steps were calculated as the maximum value per parameter. For representation, the values were smoothed by taking the moving average over 10 years.

4. Results

4.1. Vegetation Occupation and Expansion

Invasion of *F. japonica* affects both the spatial extent and distribution of native vegetation, expressed by the *number and location* of grid cells where native vegetation occurs, and the total areal cover of native vegetation, which also depends on the vegetation density *within* each grid cell.

Both invasion scenarios show a wide expansion of *F. japonica* (Figures 6b, 6c, 7b, and 7c), which in the high propagule pressure scenario leads to a reduction in spatial extent and areal cover of native Salicaceae vegetation. The final spatial extent of *F. japonica* is around 45% of the total area in the low propagule pressure scenario and 75% in the high propagule pressure scenario (Figures 7b and 7c), while the total areal cover, i.e., the absolute covered area of *F. japonica* is about 5 times higher in the high propagule pressure scenario (Figures 8a and 8b).

Invasion by *F. japonica* with high propagule pressure drastically decreases the median native vegetation extent by more than 10% (from 15% to 4%) already within 10 years after invasion, when compared to the reference scenario without invaders (Figure 7c). Remarkably, invasion with low propagule pressure increases the extent of Salicaceae species by almost 3%, to a total of 18% (Figure 7b). In fact, all scenarios with low propagule pressure show larger spatial extent of Salicaceae when compared to the reference scenario (Figure 9a and Table 6). However, within these scenarios there is a negative correlation between the *F. japonica* and Salicaceae extent: increasing *F. japonica* persistence (i.e., higher mortality thresholds) decreases occupation by native species (Figure 9a). The total covered area shows a similar trend: the low propagule pressure...
scenario shows a higher areal cover of Salicaceae than the high propagule pressure scenario and the reference scenario (Figure 8c).

The relation between the total fraction of native and invasive vegetation within the grid cells (Figure 9b) shows a different trend for several high propagule pressure scenarios than the spatial extent (i.e., the number of cells occupied by vegetation) (Figure 9a). Both high propagule pressure scenarios with higher F. japonica mortality (HPPi and HPPj, Table 4), surprisingly show a larger F. japonica fraction within the cells, indicating a higher F. japonica density. Apparently, the final vegetation density within cells is not sensitive for the seeding fraction, that differs between 0.8 for HPPi and 0.5 for HPPj. Still, the combination of higher F. japonica mortality and lower seeding density (HPPj) results in less areal spread of F. japonica (Figure 9a). Sensitivity analysis on the seeding density and F. japonica mortality together with the high propagule pressure scenario thus revealed that seeding density is not the sole driver of F. japonica spread. Only lower seeding density combined with increased mortality decreases F. japonica spread. When only
seeding density is lowered, i.e., in the HPPk scenario, results do not differ from the main HPP scenario. Furthermore, the native vegetation extent and fraction is not increasing when either seeding density or mortality of *F. japonica* is altered. This suggests that there is only a small “window” in the *F. japonica* dispersal and mortality parameter range where native vegetation is facilitated.

In both invasion scenarios, areal cover increase of *F. japonica* occurs in several phases (Figures 8a and 8b). It starts with a rapid colonization where *F. japonica* occupies all available niches, followed by a slower expansion where remaining niches are filled as soon as hydro-morphological conditions are favorable. This mean area increase per phase is calculated by the difference in relative invaded areal cover between years, and is summarized in Table 5.

The initial phase, defined here as the minimum time needed to reach 50% of the maximum areal cover, takes fewer years in the high propagule pressure scenario, where the increase is very steep in the first year after invasion, while this phase takes 16 years in the low propagule pressure scenario (Figures 8a and 8b). A similar difference is found for the second phase, defined here as the minimum time needed to reach 80% of the maximum areal cover, which is already reached within 10 years in the high propagule pressure scenario and after almost 90 years in the low propagule pressure scenario. In the low propagule pressure scenario, the invaded area continues to increase, while in the high propagule pressure scenario the niches are almost fully occupied already within the first two phases, where after the occupied area shows a dynamic equilibrium. The increase of area occupied by Salicaceae does not show a typical increasing trend, but varies throughout the model run in all scenarios (Figure 8c).

### 4.2. Vegetation Colonization and Mortality

The detrended elevation range where most Salicaceae species colonize lies between 0 and −1 meter relative to mean initial bed level, is similar in all main scenarios, and remains unchanged during the runs (Figure 10a). However, the total bed level range where colonization occurs increases toward higher elevations during the runs for the reference scenario and for the low propagule pressure scenario. This suggests that the landscape is becoming more heterogeneous and water is able to carry the seeds higher up the floodplain.
In this way, more locations become available for colonization. Contrastingly, the high propagule pressure scenario does not show an increase in colonization range for Salicaceae. A similar pattern is found for vegetation survival (Figure 10b). In the high propagule pressure scenario, the bed level elevation where most seedlings survive is a little higher than in the reference scenario and the low propagule pressure scenario. This indicates that fewer seedlings can survive at lower elevations on the floodplain where morphodynamic pressures are higher. This result is confirmed by the high mortality due to burial, scour and flooding in this scenario (Figure 12). However, the bed level elevations where most seedlings colonize and survive differ very little between scenarios compared to the total bed level elevation ranges where vegetation settles and survives. This range shows the confinement of seedlings due to either morphodynamic pressures at lower bed level elevation side or biotic pressures at the higher bed level elevation side. In the high propagule pressure scenario the development of seedlings is mainly restrained at the high bed level elevation side. This suggests that the limited expansion in elevation is because these habitats have become unavailable due to a rapid and dense *F. japonica* development.

Total vegetation densities within the cells are the largest in the high propagule pressure scenario (Figure 11c), and range up to the maximum value of 1.0 for fully occupied cells. Furthermore, higher vegetation densities occur at higher elevations. Figure 6c shows the bright red areas with high densities of *F. japonica* on the higher parts of the floodplain. In this scenario most cells are occupied with a dense *F. japonica* cover, with a much smaller fraction of the cells covered by Salicaceae species. This confirms the inference made above that colonization and survival of Salicaceae are hampered by the lack of suitable sites because they are already fully utilized by *F. japonica*. However, the low propagule pressure scenario shows an opposite trend where higher densities of both Salicaceae and *F. japonica* seem to occur at lower elevations and Salicaceae species are generally the most dominant species within the cells. These areas with dense areal cover of Salicaceae are visible as the bright green patches in Figure 6b. Compared to the reference scenario, the native Salicaceae species in both invader scenarios occur with larger range of densities (Figures 11b and 11c): for the high propagule pressure the maximum fraction of Salicaceae is 0.8 and for the low propagule pressure scenario 0.65, while it is 0.45 for the reference scenario. This indicates that inclusion of an additional species can locally increase the density of Salicaceae occupation.

The invader not only affects colonization of the native species, but also has an indirect effect on the mortality of the natives. All low propagule pressure scenarios show a reduced Salicaceae mortality for burial, scour and uprooting, when compared to the reference scenario (Figure 12: Mortality scenario/Mortality reference < 1). In contrast, the high propagule pressure scenario shows a higher mortality due to scour, burial and flooding, and a lower mortality due to uprooting and desiccation. The summed seedling mortality for all pressures is smaller in all *F. japonica* scenarios than in the reference. This shows that introduction of *F. japonica* reduces mortality for Salicaceae species independently of the invaders persistence.

Vegetation patches are generally larger in the invader scenarios than in the reference scenario (Figure 6). We hypothesize that these patches alter local morphodynamic conditions within and around patches, which, in turn, enhances vegetation settlement and survival. To test this, we extracted the morphodynamic conditions, i.e., erosion, sedimentation and flow velocities within and around the vegetation patches. To compare the effects of different colonization locations on vegetation survival we subdivided patches into

---

### Table 5. Relative Mean Annual Area Increase of *F. japonica* in Different Phases of the Invasion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>LPP</th>
<th>HPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole run</td>
<td>Mean increase</td>
<td>%/yr</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial phase</td>
<td>Maximum increase</td>
<td>%/yr</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time frame</td>
<td>years</td>
<td>52–68</td>
<td>52–53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean increase</td>
<td>%/yr</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum increase</td>
<td>%/yr</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second phase</td>
<td>Time frame</td>
<td>years</td>
<td>69–141</td>
<td>54–59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean increase</td>
<td>%/yr</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum increase</td>
<td>%/yr</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last phase</td>
<td>Time frame</td>
<td>years</td>
<td>142–300</td>
<td>60–300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean increase</td>
<td>%/yr</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum increase</td>
<td>%/yr</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For explanation of invasion phases see the Method section. LPP: low propagule pressure, HPP: high propagule pressure.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>LPP</th>
<th>LPPa</th>
<th>LPPb</th>
<th>LPPc</th>
<th>LPPd</th>
<th>LPPe</th>
<th>LPPf</th>
<th>LPPg</th>
<th>LPPh</th>
<th>HPPi</th>
<th>HPPj</th>
<th>HPPk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5P Sal cover</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50P Sal cover</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95P Sal cover</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5P Sal fraction</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50P F. jap.cover</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95P F. jap.cover</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>49.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5P Bed level</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50P Bed level</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5P Transport</td>
<td>m³/s/m</td>
<td>2.9×10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>5.8×10⁻¹¹</td>
<td>2.7×10⁻¹²</td>
<td>7.6×10⁻¹¹</td>
<td>8.9×10⁻¹¹</td>
<td>9.8×10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>1.1×10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>1.2×10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>1.6×10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>1.7×10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>1.2×10⁻¹²</td>
<td>5.6×10⁻¹²</td>
<td>3.5×10⁻¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50P Transport</td>
<td>m³/s/m</td>
<td>4.2×10⁻⁰⁷</td>
<td>2.0×10⁻⁰⁷</td>
<td>5.3×10⁻⁰⁸</td>
<td>2.2×10⁻⁰⁷</td>
<td>2.2×10⁻⁰⁷</td>
<td>2.3×10⁻⁰⁷</td>
<td>2.2×10⁻⁰⁷</td>
<td>2.3×10⁻⁰⁷</td>
<td>2.2×10⁻⁰⁷</td>
<td>2.2×10⁻⁰⁷</td>
<td>3.0×10⁻⁰⁶</td>
<td>7.5×10⁻⁰⁸</td>
<td>6.5×10⁻⁰⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95P Transport</td>
<td>m³/s/m</td>
<td>1.8×10⁻⁰⁵</td>
<td>1.5×10⁻⁰⁵</td>
<td>1.4×10⁻⁰⁵</td>
<td>1.4×10⁻⁰⁵</td>
<td>1.3×10⁻⁰⁵</td>
<td>1.3×10⁻⁰⁵</td>
<td>1.3×10⁻⁰⁵</td>
<td>1.3×10⁻⁰⁵</td>
<td>1.3×10⁻⁰⁵</td>
<td>1.4×10⁻⁰⁵</td>
<td>1.4×10⁻⁰⁵</td>
<td>1.3×10⁻⁰⁵</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50P Sinuosity</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50P Migration rate</td>
<td>m/yr</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Ref = reference (Table 3), HPP = high propagule pressure, LPP = low propagule pressure and LPPa-h = low propagule pressure scenarios, HPPi-k = high propagule pressure scenarios (Table 4). 5P = 5th percentile, 50P = median, 95P is the 95th percentile.
center cells that are completely surrounded by other vegetated cells, ii) edge cells that are on the boundary of the vegetation patch, and also identified iii) unvegetated cells adjacent to the vegetation patch. These cells adjacent to vegetation experience the most hostile conditions, i.e., the highest morphodynamic activity, for Salicaceae settling, while conditions in the center cells are least hostile (Figures 13a–13c). In the reference scenario, most Salicaceae seedlings colonize in adjacent or edge cells, and very few in center cells (Figure 13d). However, in both invader scenarios, most Salicaceae seedlings colonize in edge cells, and in the high propagule pressure scenario also in center cells (Figures 13e and 13f). This effect is due to the

**Figure 10.** (a) Colonization range of Salicaceae seedlings on bed level related to mean initial bed level. (b) Survival range of Salicaceae seedlings on bed level related to mean initial bed level. The middle lines are the locations where most vegetation colonizes (mode). The shaded areas visualize the bed level ranges between the 10th and the 90th percentiles. The most important discharges for the depicted processes are shown on top. For colonization that is the maximum discharge in spring during the seed dispersal window to give an indication for the establishment range. For survival that is the median discharge for the rest of the season, i.e., from July until December, giving an indication for flooding and desiccation after colonisation.

**Figure 11.** Fractions of vegetation occupancy within cells related to detrended bed level elevation at year 300. (a) Reference scenario, (b) low propagule pressure scenario and (c) high propagule pressure scenario.
larger size of vegetated patches in the invader scenarios, increasing the number of available edge and center cells. In the low propagule pressure scenarios the morphodynamic conditions at colonization sites are lower than in the reference scenario, indicating a shielding effect. Contrastingly, in the high propagule pressure scenario the conditions at colonization sites are more hostile compared to the other scenarios, showing the largest amount of erosion and sedimentation and the highest flow velocities.

Figure 12. Mortality of Salicaceae due to all modeled morphodynamic pressures for all scenarios expressed as a fraction of the mortality of the reference scenario. Values > 1.0 indicate a higher mortality than the reference. The values between the parentheses in the legend give the original mortality values of the reference scenario. Values can exceed 100% because mortality is calculated cumulative. See Tables 6 and 4 for explanations on scenario acronyms.

Figure 13. Morphodynamic conditions and the relative amount of colonization of Salicaceae in and around vegetation patches. (a) Median values for maximum erosion, (b) maximum sedimentation and (c) maximum flow velocities in center cells surrounded by other vegetation, edge cells located on the boundary of a vegetation patch, adjacent cells located just outside the vegetation patch, and average conditions for all locations where seedlings colonize. (d) Relative percentage of Salicaceae seedlings colonizing in center, edge or adjacent cells, expressed as percentage of total vegetated area for the reference scenario (e) low propagule pressure (LPP) scenario and (f) high propagule pressure (HPP) scenario.
In summary, we predict a general lower Salicaceae seedling mortality in the invader scenarios with low propagule pressure due to a shielding effect of present vegetation on establishing seedlings, while the mortality of seedlings in the high propagule pressure due to intensified hydro-morphodynamic pressures at colonization sites increases.

4.3. Morphodynamics

There is a clear relation between vegetation occupation and sinuosity in all scenarios, where a larger and denser vegetation cover leads to a higher sinuosity. Furthermore, the denser vegetation in all invader scenarios reduces sediment transport and results in a slightly lower bed level, indicating that on average, the floodplain is slightly incising compared to the reference scenario. Still, the scenarios do not show large differences in morphodynamics in terms of river planform or average morphodynamic statistics (Table 6). All show a dynamic meandering river with downstream migration of meander bends and cut-offs (supporting information Movies S1–S3). The high propagule pressure scenario, resulting in the largest and most dense overall vegetation cover shows the largest sinuosity and lowest sediment transport rates (Table 6 and Figure 6). Water levels are affected by vegetation location, extent and density, which vary from year to year, and during the year. In the high propagule pressure scenario there is a large difference between maximum water levels and sediment transport rates in autumn, when *F. japonica* is at its tallest, and winter, when the above-ground biomass of *F. japonica* has disappeared (Figure 14). In this scenario, water levels are much higher in autumn than in winter, while the discharges in winter are generally higher (Figures 14a and 14b). When *F. japonica* development is most dense, there is a large backwater effect, while in winter, when the above-ground biomass of *F. japonica* is gone, this effect is diminished, leading to relatively low water levels compared to the low propagule pressure scenario and the reference scenario (Figure 14b). Furthermore, in the high propagule pressure scenario, the 95th percentile of the sediment transport is almost zero in autumn, while it is the highest of all scenarios in winter. This seasonal difference in sediment transport is due to the large reduction of Salicaceae species, which maintain more of their above-ground biomass in winter. The high propagule pressure scenario has less Salicaceae cover and therefore shows more bare substrate in winter, leading to higher sediment transport rates, and thus larger seasonality in sediment transport (Figures 14c and 14d).

4.4. Comparing Model Data to Field Data

In the absence of long-term data for *F. japonica* expansion on the floodplains of the Allier River we compare our model results to spatial expansion data of *F. japonica* along the Schwechat river. Although these rivers differ in size and activity (see section 2), we see similar spatial expansion behavior when we compare two relatively similar shaped meander bends (Figures 15a and 15b). Also, the temporal pattern of range

![Figure 14. (a) Maximum water level in autumn, (b) maximum water level in winter, (c) 95th percentile of sediment transport in autumn, (d) 95th percentile of sediment transport in winter. LPP: low propagule pressure; HPP: high propagule pressure.](image-url)
expansion shows that the areal cover over time, relative to total riparian area, falls within a similar order of magnitude for both rivers (Figure 15c).

5. Discussion

5.1. Conceptual Model

This study investigates general emergent patterns in vegetation and hydro-morphodynamics generated by idealized model runs. The main insights from this study have been captured in a conceptual model. Figure 16 shows the main interactions between vegetation and hydro-morphodynamics that have been modeled in this study (Figure 16a) and the results of these interactions for three stages with increasing levels of invader abundance (Figure 16b). Through variations in model parameters for the invader scenarios, we seek to extend this work beyond a particular species and a particular case study. However, due to limited field data on long-term interactions between native plant species, invasive alien species and hydro-morphodynamic processes in river floodplains to validate our model outcome, the results from this study have primarily an explorative character. Obviously, an important recommendation from this research is to monitor vegetation establishment, vegetation succession and alien-native plant interactions under various hydro-morphological conditions and river management regimes. Nevertheless, our model results can be compared to some extent to field data from other rivers with different size and dynamics as well as conceptual models and theory from literature. We have shown that the modeled spatial expansion of *F. japonica* along the Allier is in general agreement with field data from the Schwechat River (Figure 15). In both rivers *F. japonica* establishes when conditions are favorable and might subsequently expand around the original stand due to combined effects of eco-engineering properties of the plants, creating more favorable conditions for settlement, and the availability of new substrate due to river migration and cut-offs. Also, the invasion speed of *F. japonica* falls within the ranges reported in literature (Table 5). This ranges from 15% mean relative annual increase in the heavily modified river Saar [Vollmer, 2012] to 0.3% in a natural reach of the Schwechat River [Gruener, 2016]. Our model results show an increase of 0.88% for the low propagule pressure scenario and 1.5% for the high propagule pressure scenario (Table 5). All other scenarios with less persistent invaders show a lower invasion speed when compared to the high propagule pressure scenario; overall, we find invasion speed to increase along with invader persistence. These results show that the model is able to reproduce behavior we see in the field. We further explore model validity by comparing patterns and dynamics predicted by the model to information from the literature. Below we discuss the three main insights from this study:

1. Persistent, abundant invaders decrease native vegetation cover by out-competing them, shifting accessible colonization sites toward lower floodplain elevations and increasing hydro-morphodynamic pressures at these sites, i.e., effect of propagule pressure on invasion impact.
2. Less abundant and less persistent invaders facilitate native vegetation development by creating favorable hydro-morphodynamic conditions at colonization sites through shielding, i.e., facilitation of native species by invaders.

3. Seasonal, dynamic properties of invaders and native species determine hydro-morphodynamic invasion effects, i.e., seasonal bio-morphodynamic invasion effects.

5.2. Effects of Propagule Pressure on Invasion Impact

The invasion scenario with high propagule pressure shows a strong decline in total areal cover and spatial extent of native vegetation. This is caused by fast occupation of available open niches by highly persistent invaders that occur abundantly (Figure 7 and Table 5). Especially at more elevated locations on the floodplain where morphodynamic pressures do not eliminate the invader, the dense invasive vegetation leaves less room for development of Salicaceae species (Figure 6 and Figure 11). This strong competition for space leads to a smaller elevation range for colonization of native species at lower elevations with higher morphodynamic pressures and consequently a higher mortality due to burial, scour and flooding (Figures 10 and 12). The morphodynamic pressures at colonization sites are relatively high compared to the other scenarios (Figures 13a–13c). This could be attributed to the dense vegetation patches that divert and accelerate the flow between vegetated patches. This behavior is commonly seen in tidal marshes where the flow is concentrated between laterally expanding vegetation patches thereby leading to channel erosion [Temmerman et al., 2007].

Due to decreasing area of suitable colonization niches for native species, there is no rejuvenation of vegetation, initially leading to aging and eventually a total decline of native riparian vegetation (Figure 7c). This result confirms the hypothesis that *Fallopia* species could alter the course of forest development, thereby affecting structure and functioning of terrestrial and aquatic habitats [Urgenson et al., 2014]. This effect is also visible in floodplains of the Schwechat River, where *F. japonica* development strongly reduces...
Salicaceae recruitment (Field observation by Dr. G. Egger), and also preliminary results from Aguillera et al. [2010] confirm that *F. japonica* can suppress regeneration of forest.

The niche available for invasion by alien plant species in our model is large due to the lack of a natural vegetation cover other than Salicaceae species. This creates much suitable habitat for *F. japonica* which in reality could be occupied by herbaceous vegetation and grassland, such as is actually the case in riparian areas along the Allier River. Furthermore, *F. japonica* growth is dependent on the availability of disturbed, open substrate, and it is reduced when shaded by other vegetation [Beerling et al., 1994]. Not including other native species than the main ecosystem engineers in the scenarios may cause bias of our model toward higher susceptibility for invasion. Biotic resistance, i.e., the ability of native species to prevent dominance of invasive species can sometimes be overcome by a high propagule pressure of invaders [Berg et al., 2016]. This has also been illustrated by the difference between our low and high propagule pressure scenarios. Bimova et al. [2004] showed that species richness of the invaded community does not influence invasion success of *Fallopia* species, and that environmental conditions and propagule spread are more important. Lockwood et al. [2005] also attribute establishment success to high propagule pressure, and state that with increasing disturbance, lower propagule pressure is needed for successful establishment of invaders. Our simulation results show that a high propagule pressure can indeed contribute to invasion success. Obviously, our high propagule pressure scenario is extreme. Nevertheless, a similar effect of displacement of cottonwoods by *F. japonica* is also visible in the Schwechat River at a local scale, suggesting that this large-scale and disproportionate effect in the high propagule pressure scenario may indeed be realistic at specific locations. Thus, given that the human-induced climate change increases the distribution range of *F. japonica* and its hybrids, and that some of these hybrids spread even faster than their parents and also produce viable seeds [Groeneveld et al., 2014], our high propagule pressure case appears to be a plausible scenario for the future.

### 5.3. Facilitation of Native Species by Invaders

Our model results show that established vegetation of Salicaceae as well as *F. japonica* facilitates the survival of Salicaceae seedlings by reducing the morphodynamic pressures inside and around vegetation patches. Morphodynamic conditions are least hostile within vegetation patches, but become more intense toward the edge and outside of a patch (Figures 13a–13c). Eco-engineering species can have a positive feedback on their own development and can create beneficial conditions for other species as well [e.g., Odling-Smee et al., 2013; Gurnell, 2014; Corenblit et al., 2016]. Facilitation is a natural part of the sequence of vegetation phases that interact with water and sediment, or "biogeo morphic succession" [Corenblit et al., 2007]. This starts with bare substrate that is colonized by pioneer seedlings and over time evolves toward more resistant vegetation that is capable of actively influencing hydro-morphodynamic conditions and hence river pattern. During these latter succession phases the landforms containing these vegetation patches experience less hydro-morphodynamic pressures, which makes these habitats suitable for other species that are less adapted to disturbed environments. Also, seedlings can benefit from these shielded conditions. This has been shown by Corenblit et al. [2016] who find a positive feedback of older *P. nigra* on recruitment of *P. nigra* seedlings downstream of the vegetation patch.

Facilitation of native species by invaders seems rarer. Some case studies report native species facilitation by invaders due to changed habitat conditions such as the creation of refugia by reef building organisms or sea-grass [Bially and MacIsaac, 2000; Castilla et al., 2004; Posey, 1988]. In our model, we find facilitation due to the increased vegetation extent of both native and invading species creating larger vegetation patches and therefore more sheltered niches for Salicaceae species to survive. We only find this beneficial effect in the less persistent *F. japonica* scenarios when the native species are not completely out-competed by the invader (Table 6). In case of high propagule pressure, either with high or medium seed dispersal density, we do not find an increase in native vegetation spread or vegetated area. Only a combination of high *F. japonica* mortality and medium seed dispersal density decreases *F. japonica* spread, but Salicaceae species are not able to profit from these conditions (Figure 9). This suggests only a small "window" for native facilitation.

We only find facilitation when *F. japonica* acts as an additional eco-engineering species that actively modifies the environment thereby providing a positive feedback on settling native species. This is in line with the conceptual model of Corenblit et al. [2014] wherein nondominant alien species positively contribute to
the eco-engineering capacity of a system in enhanced trapping of sediment and facilitation of native species and alien species recruitment. This highlights that both invasive and native engineering plants are able to influence biogeomorphic succession.

In reality, invasion by *F. japonica* has several negative effects in addition to our modeled competition for space. It is known to have allelopathic abilities enabling the plant to excrete phytotoxic chemicals from its roots and hampering growth of Salicaceae species [Dommanget et al., 2014]. Furthermore, by changing vegetation structure and composition, other biota such as frogs, snails and mycorrhizal fungi might be affected [Maerz et al., 2005; Stoll et al., 2012; Horackova et al., 2015; Zubek et al., 2016]. This suggests that the facilitative effect of *F. japonica* in the model will most likely be overshadowed in reality by a range of other negative effects that could be included in future modeling. However, the facilitative effects in the less-resistant invader scenario could be valid for other alien plant species without additional negative effects on ecosystem functioning, but providing solely additional eco-engineering properties.

In this study, competition for space is a large contributor to invasion success. In reality a lot of other processes contribute to competition, which are not included in our model. For instance, *F. japonica* growth is hampered in grassland and areas with herbaceous vegetation. Including competition and interaction of these vegetation types would slow down the invasion of *F. japonica*, creating a more realistic areal expansion. All this raises the need for combined field surveys and modeling to identify the most important processes for large-scale effects. It has been shown that invaders can thrive in disturbed systems because of an altered resource balance that weakens native species and gives the invader competitive advantage [Tickner et al., 2001; Huston, 2004]. For instance, in case of hydrological alteration by dams, groundwater levels can drop and invasive species which are better able to adapt to this new situation by rapidly elongating their roots will gain an advantage [Stromberg et al., 2007b]. In natural systems where there is sufficient groundwater access, willow growth rates are correlated with moisture availability, while there is little correlation at locations where groundwater is less available [Batz et al., 2016]. Therefore, it will be more difficult for invaders to out-compete Salicaceae species in natural systems than in systems with altered flow regimes [Meritt and Poff, 2010].

The invasion speed of *F. japonica* in our study is relatively high because we assume unlimited rhizome transport in sediment and water. In reality, rhizomes are only transported downstream when morphodynamic activity has severed rhizomes from upstream *F. japonica* patches. Therefore, working with point-source populations of invasive plant propagules that will only be transported in case of morphodynamic activity, may generate more realistic vegetation patterns. Conversely, some effects of *F. japonica* might increase its expansion, for instance its allelopathic abilities or the influence of altered litter composition. Another effect that could increase local range expansion is the inclusion of lateral, vegetative growth, which may steadily increase its density over time, additional to the rhizome transport. Furthermore, to improve the predictive skills of the models, research should focus on unraveling vegetation response in terms of growth and succession related to hydro-morphodynamic pressures, such as erosion and sedimentation processes, altered groundwater access, flow velocities, flooding and desiccation in different types of systems and different life-stages of the vegetation. Other interesting research directions are to study how an invader could facilitate a secondary invasion [Flory and Bauer, 2014], to investigate the effect of river regulation on the spread of an invasive species [Perkins et al., 2015], or to investigate how other species inhabiting the floodplain are affected by the long-term interaction between invader, native vegetation and river morphodynamics. The coupled numerical model for hydro-morphodynamics and vegetation opens up many exciting new possibilities, discussed above, for investigating the effect of invasive species on the interaction with biota and landforms.

### 5.4. Seasonal Bio-morphodynamic Invasion Effects

The effect of an invader on river morphodynamics depends on the characteristics of the invader and those of the native plant species it is replacing. We considered a perennial invader that has an extensive below-ground rhizome network, a high vegetation density in spring, summer and autumn, but dieback of above-ground biomass in winter. When this kind of invader replaces riparian species that maintain their biomass in winter, the substrate is more prone to erosion in winter resulting in higher sediment transport rates and faster river bank erosion (Figure 14d).

Indeed, it has been shown that *F. japonica* development increased soil erosion in late autumn and winter when vegetative growth died back, especially on steep river banks [Child and Wade, 2000]. This general
trend of increased river bank erosion in winter was also found for the highly invasive plant Himalayan Bal-
sam (*Impatiens glandulifera*) [Beerling and Perrins, 1993; Greenwood and Kuhn, 2014; Matthews et al., 2015],
which has similar seasonal above-ground dynamics as *F. japonica* but is less resistant to morphodynamic
pressures. The main difference with *F. japonica* is that *I. glandulifera* is an annual plant, so that erosion in
winter is likely even more intense because there is no active rooting system left for soil cohesion. In or
model study however, we did neither take into account effects of the rooting system of *F. japonica* on soil
strength, nor that dead stems remain erect during winter and thus can still provide some hydraulic resis-
tance. Therefore, we most likely overestimate the amount of sediment transport over the floodplain in win-
ter. River morphodynamics can be influenced by below-ground biomass, which is also shown by Jaeger and
Wohl [2011], who studied the morphological response of the removal of two invasive species with and with-
out removal of their rooting systems, and found that removal of all below-ground biomass caused signifi-
cantly larger changes in channel adjustment. However, another field study shows that the root system of *F.
japonica* provides far less stability on river banks in winter than forest and that the erosion rate of river
banks vegetated with *F. japonica* approaches erosion rates of bare soil (D. Ross, personal communication,
2017). Clearly, more field data are needed including contextual information about the morphological style
of the river.

Effects of vegetation are not merely local but also occur at reach-scale, because of the backwater effect on
water levels. We find a large backwater effect in the high propagule pressure scenario in early autumn,
when *F. japonica* is at its largest (Figure 14a). Hydraulic resistance values of *F. japonica*, indicated by stem
density, are relatively high compared to those for most phases of Salicaceae (Figure 3b), which might
increase the risk of flooding. In the high propagule pressure scenario, water levels are raised by almost
0.4 m on average in the growing season, when compared to winter. This is an extreme result because in the
Allier River, discharges are generally higher in winter. In the other scenarios we do find higher water levels
in winter compared to the growing season. In the low propagule pressure scenarios, the difference in water
levels and sediment transport between seasons is least pronounced because there is a substantial vegeta-
tion cover in winter as well as in summer. Morphodynamic changes by invaders may be even more pro-
found if an invasive species is an evergreen, perennial tree, such as *Tamarix*. This species is known to have
crushed changes in fluvial morphology by trapping sediment, increasing bank stability and narrowing the
channel [Tickner et al., 2001]. Also invasive herbaceous vegetation can cause these effects by out-competing
native species with a lower hydraulic roughness [Martinez and McDowell, 2016].

Our results show how seasonal vegetation properties and the interaction between vegetation and morpho-
dynamic processes affect long-term river morphology. Modeling more aspects of bio-morphodynamics
could lead to improved accuracy of results, e.g., by including native perennial, herbaceous vegetation inter-
actions on the floodplain, including detailed relations between discharge, morphodynamics and above and
below ground dynamics of Salicaceae species [Pasquale et al., 2014; Tron et al., 2015] and the inclusion of
steep bank erosion processes that are currently not well represented by the coarse rectangular grid and the
simple bank erosion algorithm [Schuurman et al., 2013]. Our modeling study provides generic working
hypotheses to suggest data collection and test how invasive species in rivers and river morphodynamics
interact in specific cases.

**6. Conclusions**

Our model results show that the effect of an invader on native riparian vegetation and river hydro-
morphodynamics is dependent on the magnitude of propagule pressure, its persistence, its dynamic prop-
erties and the dynamic properties of the native species it is replacing.

When propagule pressure is high, native species are out-competed due to fast and dense occupation of all
available niches with a high persistence of the invader. Especially on higher elevations on the floodplain,
where the invader is not removed by hydro-morphodynamic pressures, there is no room left for native spe-
cies. This leads to a smaller range of native colonization at a lower floodplain elevation with higher morpho-
dynamic pressures and consequently higher mortality rates. Additionally, dense invader vegetation patches
concentrate the flow and create more hostile conditions around vegetation patches, creating a negative
feedback that further limits native colonization.
When propagule pressure is smaller and the invader is less persistent, we find that native vegetation expands over a larger area. This is due to the development of larger, but less dense vegetation patches providing sheltered conditions that facilitate native colonization. In this case, the invader can be seen as an additional eco-engineering species contributing to the natural biogeomorphic succession in a similar way as the native vegetation. However, this positive effect is only visible when there is sufficient habitat available for native species, which was not the case in the high propagule pressure scenario. Also, additional negative effects, such as allelopathy by the invader would outweigh this facilitation effect.

When massive invasion of a perennial herbaceous species replaces riparian trees and leads to a dense vegetation cover, this may lead to considerable hydro-morphological effects. We observed an increase in water levels during the growing season in the scenarios with invaders, more so in the high propagule pressure scenario, creating a potential risk for flooding. Furthermore, we find a large difference in sediment transport rates between winter and autumn with relatively high erosion rates of the floods in winter when the above-ground biomass of the invader has died back. The scenario with the highest native abundance, facilitated by the invader, shows reduced erosion in winter due to the largest remaining above-ground biomass of the native species. This shows that seasonal above- and below ground dynamic vegetation properties of the invader and the native vegetation it replaces will affect long-term morphological development of riparian areas.

Our work demonstrates that spatial and temporal patterns of local and large-scale effects of plant invasions are complicated because of the multiple bio-geomorphological feedback mechanisms. This exploratory model study led to new hypotheses for effects of invasive riparian species on fluvial biogeomorphology. Given the importance of the invasive species problem, spatiotemporal data of the invasive and native species in combination with data on river morphodynamics are urgently needed and will allow testing of our generalised conclusions.
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